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Abstrat. In this paper, we propose an extension of the well-founded

and stable model semantis for logi programs with aggregates. Our ap-

proah uses Approximation Theory, a �xpoint theory of stable and well-

founded �xpoints of non-monotone operators in a omplete lattie. We

de�ne the syntax of logi programs with aggregates and de�ne the im-

mediate onsequene operator of suh programs. We investigate the well-

founded and stable semantis generated by Approximation Theory. We

show that our approah extends logi programs with strati�ed aggreg-

ation and that it orretly deals with well-known benhmark problems

suh as the shortest path program and the ompany ontrol problem.

1 Introdution

Programs with aggregates have been investigated in the ontext of database

appliations [1, 14, 17, 20℄. One important approah to programs with aggregates

is Monotone aggregation [17, 20℄. This approah onentrates on programs where

the 2-valued immediate onsequene operator is monotone with respet to some

given lattie order. In suh ases, one an take the least �xpoint as the intended

model of the program. Another approah is by using strati�ation. Aggregate

strati�ed programs [1, 14℄ an be split up in a sequene of di�erent strata suh that

eah aggregate expression only refers to prediates de�ned in previous strata. A

disadvantage of both approahes is that they impose serious syntati restritions

on the programs. Therefore for many problems, one has to arefully tune the

program in suh a way that it satis�es the syntati restritions. For this reason,

a number of attempts have been made for extending the well-founded semantis

[21℄ and the stable semantis [10℄ for unstrati�ed programs with aggregates.

Well-founded semantis is a natural semantis for dedutive databases. As

shown in [2, 4℄ it aptures a general priniple of non-monotone indutive de�ni-

tion. For this reason, [3℄ used the well-founded semantis as the semanti prin-

iple of ID-logi, a logi for knowledge representation whih integrates lassial

logi assertions and indutive de�nitions. ID-logi an be seen as an extension

and provides an epistemologial foundation for Abdutive logi Programming

[11℄. Also the stable semantis has been shown to be important for knowledge

representation, in partiular for nonmonotoni reasoning. Sine reently, it is



used as the foundation of an emerging paradigm of stable logi programming [13℄

where problems are solved by omputing stable models of a logi program. Sine

reently, aggregates are attrating inreasing interest in the ontext of these

extensions. Experiments in solving ombinatorial searh problems showed that

many of these problems annot be adequately expressed without aggregation.

Reently, one of the prominent systems for stable logi programming smodels

[15℄ has been extended suessfully with a limited form of aggregate onstraints

[16℄. [22℄ desribes an extension of an abdutive system with aggregates and

some experiments with this system in the ontext of sheduling and puzzles.

As will be shown in setion 5, urrent extensions of well-founded semantis

[12, 18, 19℄ and stable model semantis [12, 16℄ of programs with aggregates are

still weak in some ways. In this paper, we propose a stronger extension of the

well-founded and stable model semantis for logi programs with aggregates. Our

approah uses Approximation Theory developed in [5℄. With eah nonmonotone

operator, this theory assoiates a Kripke-Kleene, a Well-founded and a set of

stable �xpoints. In the ase of the immediate onsequene operator of a logi

program, these �xpoints identify exatly the models in the orresponding types

of Logi Programming semantis. We de�ne the syntax of logi programs with

aggregates and de�ne an immediate onsequene operator of suh programs. We

investigate the well-founded and stable semantis generated by Approximation

Theory, and show this approah extends logi programs with strati�ed aggrega-

tion and that it orretly deals with reursive benhmark problems suh as the

shortest path program and the ompany ontrol problem. An important prop-

erty is that if the 2-valued immediate onsequene operator is monotone then its

ultimate well-founded model oinides with the least �xpoint of this operator.

2 Aggregate Logi Programs: Syntax and T

P

A sorted signature � is a set of sort symbols and sorted funtion, prediate and

variable symbols. The arity of a funtion symbol is a tuple (s

1

; ::; s

n

) : s where

s

1

; ::; s

n

; s are sort symbols; the arity of a prediate symbol is a tuple (s

1

; ::; s

n

).

We introdue a set Agg � � of sorted seond order prediate symbols. These

will be alled the aggregate symbols. The arity of a symbol f of Agg is spei�ed

as a tuple (�

1

; ::; �

n

) where �

i

is either a tuple (s

1

; ::; s

m

) speifying the sort

of a relation argument, a tuple (s

1

; ::; s

m

) : s speifying the sort of a funtion

argument or a �rst order sort symbol s. Sort symbols nat; int and real denote

the natural, respetively integer and real numbers.

Example 2.1. The following aggregate symbols are used below:

{ Card

s

: has arity ((s); nat) denotes the ardinality relation of sets of sort s.

{ Min

s

;Max

s

: have arity ((s); s) and denote the minimality, respetively max-

imality relation of sets of the sort s representing a partial order.

{ Sum

(s

1

;::;s

n

)

: has arity ((s

1

; ::; s

n

); (s

1

; ::; s

n

) : nat; nat) and denotes the sum

funtion that summates a funtion over a set. I.e. for a relation R, funtion

F and integer n, Sum(R;F; n) holds i� n =

P

(x

1

;::;x

n

)2R

F (x

1

; ::; x

n

) and

R is �nite.



All these aggregate symbols are indexed by the sorts over whih they range.

In partiular, Agg may ontain many ardinality, minimality, maximality or

summation aggregates, eah ranging over other sorts. However, in the sequel, we

will drop the annotations with sorts and will write Card;Min;Max; Sum; ::.

A signature � is interpreted over a �-struture I ; this is an assignment of:

{ a set D

s

to eah sort symbol s,

{ a funtion f

I

: D

s

1

� :: � D

s

n

! D

s

to eah funtion symbol f with arity

(s

1

; ::; s

n

) : s,

{ a relation p

I

� D

s

1

�::�D

s

n

to eah prediate symbol p with arity (s

1

; ::; s

n

).

{ an appropriately typed seond order relation f

I

to eah aggregate symbol

f 2 Agg.

Next we de�ne the syntax of aggregate formulas and aggregate programs

based on � as a restrited subset of seond order formulas. We de�ne the notions

of lambda expression and of set expression, aggregate atom and aggregate formula

by simultaneous indution:

{ A lambda expression is of the form �(X

1

; ::; X

n

)t where X

1

; ::; X

n

are di�er-

ent variables and t is a �rst order term. Variables appearing in t and not

among X

1

; ::; X

n

are alled the free variables of the lambda expression.

{ A set expression is of the form f(X

1

; ::; X

n

)j�g where again X

1

; ::; X

n

are

di�erent variables and � an aggregate formula. Variables appearing in � and

not among X

1

; ::; X

n

are alled the free variables of the set expression.

{ An aggregate atom is a well-typed seond order atom where eah funtion

argument ontains a lambda expression, eah relation argument ontains a

set expression and eah other argument ontains a term.

{ An aggregate formula is either a (�rst order) atom, an aggregate atom or is

a omposed formula obtained by applying the normal omposition rules for

^;_; ;:;8; 9.

Variables of aggregate atoms are �rst order, hene quanti�ation is never over

seond order variables. Also, a set expression whih is part of an aggregate atom

in turn ontains an aggregate formula, hene, nested aggregation is allowed.

Example 2.2. The formula

8T:Sum

0

�

f(U;C)jbuket(U) ^ :leaking(U) ^ apaity(U;C)g;

�(U;C)C;

T

1

A

! T � 1000

expresses that the sum of the apaity of non-leaking bukets is at least 1000. The

�rst argument denotes the set of pairs of a non-leaking buket and its apaity

while the seond argument represents the projetion funtion. The argument U

(the buket) in the set and lambda expression is neessary as a apaity has

to be ounted as many times as there are non-leaking bukets with it. Using a

funtion apa mapping bukets on their apaity, an alternative formulation is:

8T:Sum

0

�

f(U)jbuket(U) ^ :leaking(U)g;

�(U)apa(U);

T

1

A

! T � 1000



Its meaning is: 8T:(T =

X

U2fUjbuket(U)^:leaking(U)g

apa(U))! T � 1000

Aggregate expressions have been denoted in di�erent ways. The most om-

mon (e.g [12℄) is of the form group by(p(X;Y ); [X℄; C = F (t[X;Y ℄)) where X

are the grouping variables and C is the result of omputing the aggregate fun-

tion f. It is equivalent in our notation to: f(fY j p(X;Y )g; �(Y )t[X;Y ℄; C). For

example, the atom group by(d(A;B;M); [A℄; N = Sum(M)) is written in the

syntax de�ned here as Sum(f(B;M) j d(A;B;M)g; �(B;M)M;N) and denotes

that N =

P

(B;M)2f(B;M) j d(A;B;M)g

M .

Next we de�ne aggregate programs. Let � be a sorted signature of symbols

and �

0

= � [�

d

an extension of � with a set �

d

of sorted prediate symbols,

alled the de�ned prediate symbols. An aggregate program based on �

0

is a

set of rules of the form p(t

1

; ::; t

n

)  B where p is a de�ned prediate, t

1

; ::; t

n

are appropriately typed �rst order terms and B is an aggregate formula based

on �

0

. The resulting syntax extends the standard logi programming syntax by

allowing aggregate expressions and general formulas in the body of rules.

2.1 Examples

Example 2.3 (Shortest path). Given are two sorts edge and weight and an inter-

preted prediate symbol edge of arity (edge; edge; weight) representing a direted

weighted graph. The de�ned prediate sp has the same sort; sp(X;Y; Z) means

that the shortest path from X to Y has total weight W . It is de�ned as:

sp(X;Y;W ) Min

0

�

8

<

:

W

�

�

�

�

�

�

edge(X;Y;W )_

9Z;W

1

;W

2

:(sp(X;Z;W

1

)^

edge(Z; Y;W

2

) ^W =W

1

+W

2

)

9

=

;

;W

1

A

:

Example 2.4 (Company ontrol). A sort omp represents ompanies and a sort

shares interpreted over the real interval [0::1℄ represents shares. The interpreted

prediate owns stok has arity (omp; omp; shares) and owns stok(X;Y; S)

means that a ompany X owns a fration S of the stok of a ompany Y . The

de�ned prediate Controls has arity (omp; omp); Controls(X;Y ) denotes that

ompany X has a ontrolling interest in a ompany Y . This is the ase if X

owns (by its own shares in Y augmented with the shares of other ompanies Z

ontrolled by X) more than 50% of the stok of Y . It is de�ned as:

Controls(X;Y ) 

Sum

0

B

B

�

�

(Z; S)

�

�

�

�

owns stok(X;Y; S) ^ Z = X_

ontrols(X;Z) ^ owns stok(Z; Y; S)

�

;

�(Z; S)S;

T

1

C

C

A

^T > 0:5



2.2 Immediate Consequene Operator

First, we give a standard de�nition of truth assignment of aggregate formulas.

Given is a signature � and a �-struture I . A variable assignment � is a (well-

typed) mapping from the variables of � to domain elements. For a given variable

assignment �, a tuple of variables X = (X

1

; ::; X

n

) and a tuple of domain ele-

ments x = (x

1

; ::; x

n

), we denote by �[X=x℄ the variable assignment �

0

suh that

�

0

(X) = �(X) for eah variable X not in X, and �

0

(X

i

) = x

i

. We de�ne satis-

�ability j= of a formula in a struture and the evaluation operator eval

I;�

whih

maps �rst order terms to domain elements, lambda expressions to funtions and

set expressions to relations. The de�nition is by simultaneous indution:

{ eval

I;�

(X) = �(X)

{ eval

I;�

(f(t

1

; ::; t

n

)) = f

I

(eval

I;�

(t

1

); ::; eval

I;�

(t

n

))

{ eval

I;�

(�(X)t) = f(x; y) j (x; y) 2 D

s

1

�::�D

s

n

�D

s

and y = eval

I;�

[X=x℄(t)g

where (s

1

; ::; s

n

) : s is the arity of the lambda expression.

{ eval

I;�

(fXj�g) = fxj x 2 D

s

1

�::�D

s

n

and I; �[X=x℄ j= �g where (s

1

; ::; s

n

)

is the arity of the set expression.

{ for eah �rst order or aggregate atom f(t

1

; ::; t

n

), I; � j= f(t

1

; ::; t

n

) i�

(eval

I;�

(t

1

); ::; eval

I;�

(t

n

)) 2 f

I

{ the standard truth reursion for ^;_;:;!; ::.

Given is a signature�

0

= �[�

d

(symbols of� (�

d

) are alled the interpreted

symbols (respetively the de�ned prediate symbols)), we assume the existene

of a �-struture I

o

. It may interpret some of the sorts from � over the integers

or reals. If � ontains the standard arithmeti funtion and prediate symbols

suh as +;�;� they are interpreted in the standard way. Other sorts represent

user-de�ned sorts and are interpreted appropriately. Aggregate symbols are also

part of the signature � and are interpreted by some �xed domain independent

relation (e.g. the minimum relation over a poset, the ardinality of a set, sum,

produt, et.). An analogy with database terminology an be drawn here: de�ned

prediates orrespond to intensional database prediates (IDB) while interpreted

prediates orrespond to extensional database prediates (EDB).

Let P be a �

0

-aggregate program and I

I

o

be the set of all �

0

-strutures

extending I

o

and interpreting the de�ned symbols. With these de�nitions, the

immediate onsequene operator of P an be de�ned in a straightforward way.

De�nition 2.1 (2-valued T

P

operator for aggregate programs).We de�ne

the immediate onsequene operator T

P

: I

I

o

! I

I

o

of P as the operator map-

ping an interpretation I to T

P

(I) = I

0

suh that for eah de�ned symbol p,

p

I

0

= f(x

1

; ::; x

n

)j there is a rule p(t

1

; ::; t

n

)  B in P and a variable assign-

ment � suh that eval

I;�

(t

1

; ::; t

n

) = (x

1

; ::; x

n

) and I; � j= Bg.

Typially, the intended interpretation of a logi program P is given by one or

some subset of �xpoints of the T

P

operator. The semantis de�ned in the next

setions is a �xpoint semantis. For eah pair I

1

; I

2

2 I

I

o

, de�ne I

1

v I

2

i� for

eah de�ned symbol p, p

I

1

� p

I

2

. A well-known phenomenon is that aggregates

lead to T

P

operators that are nonmonotone with respet to this order, even when

the program p doesn't ontain a negation symbol.



Example 2.5. Consider the program: p(a) Card(fX j p(X)g; N) ^N < 2.

The T

P

of this program is non-monotone as it maps any interpretation of p

with at least two elements to an interpretation assigning the empty set to p. The

unique �xpoint of T

P

interprets p by fag. This seems a natural solution.

For aggregate programs with a v-monotone T

P

operator, T

P

has a least

�xpoint. As argued in [12℄, it is a natural solution for the semantis of P

1

.

Example 2.6. Reonsider the ompany ontrol program from Example 2.4. In

the natural situation where the sort shares is interpreted with positive numbers,

the T

P

is monotone. Indeed, if we add new Controls fats to the struture, then

the result of summing the shares of ontrolling ompanies an only inrease and

hene more Controls fats an be derived. It is well-known that the least �xpoint

of this operator is the intended solution of this problem.

The examples above illustrate ases where the intended interpretation orres-

ponds to a minimal �xpoint of the immediate onsequene operator. In general,

nonmonotone operators may have no or multiple (minimal) �xpoints. For pure

logi programs, not all minimal �xpoints are intended interpretations. This an

also happen with aggregate programs:

Example 2.7. Consider the program:

p(0) Card(fX j p(X)g; 1) q  :p(0)

This program has two �xpoints. One in whih p is interpreted by the singleton 0,

and q is false, and another in whih p is empty and q is true. Both are minimal,

but learly only the seond is intended. The �rst �xpoint is not aeptable be-

ause p(0) only depends positively on itself, hene, the model is not well-founded.

Approximation theory [5, 6℄ is a �xpoint theory that assigns �xpoints to any

nonmonotone operator in a omplete lattie and was used to desribe the se-

mantis of logi programs, default logi and autoepistemi logi. The next setion

realls its basis and uses it to de�ne a semantis for aggregate programs.

3 Approximation Theory

Let hL;�i be a omplete

2

lattie with least element? and largest element>. The

bilattie of hL;�i is the struture hL

2

;�;�

i

i where we de�ne (x; y) � (x

1

; y

1

)

i� x � x

1

and y � y

1

, and (x; y) �

i

(x

1

; y

1

) i� x � x

1

and y � y

1

. Both � and

�

i

are omplete lattie orders in L

2

. The order � has least element (?;?) and

largest element (>;>) whereas �

i

has least element (?;>) and largest element

(>;?).

1

Note that the approah of monotone aggregation is far more general than the ase

of programs with a v-monotone T

P

operator. Indeed, in monotone aggregation,

programs are onsidered for whih T

P

is monotone with respet to some user de�ned

order. Suh operators are not neessarily v-monotone.

2

Eah subset has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound.



In approximation theory, the intuition underlying bilattie elements (x; y) is

that they are approximations of lattie elements. In partiular (x; y) approxim-

ates a lattie element z if x � z � y. The elements x and y onstitute respetively

an underestimate and overestimate of z. The set of lattie elements approxim-

ated by (x; y) is denoted [x; y℄. Note that this interpretation is only possible for

tuples (x; y) suh that x � y. We all suh tuples onsistent. Inonsistent tuples

do not approximate any lattie element ([x; y℄ is empty). The order �

i

is alled

the information order; (x; y) �

i

(x

1

; y

1

) implies that (x

1

; y

1

) is a more preise

approximation than (x; y) (in partiular, [x; y℄ � [x

1

; y

1

℄). Note that for tuples

(x; x), [x; x℄ = fxg. Therefore, the tuples of idential elements onstitute the

natural embedding of L in L

2

.

We de�ne a framework for studying the �xpoints of any operator on a om-

plete lattie by investigating the �xpoints of approximations.

De�nition 3.1. Let O : L ! L be an operator on L. An approximation A :

L

2

! L

2

of O is a �

i

-monotone operator suh that:

{ A(x; x) = (O(x); O(x)), that is, A oinides with O on the embedding of L

in L

2

.

{ A is symmetri, that is, if A(x; y) = (x

1

; y

1

) then A(y; x) = (y

1

; x

1

).

Every operator A : L

2

! L

2

an be de�ned by a unique pair A

1

; A

2

of

funtions of type L

2

! L suh that for eah (x; y), A(x; y) = (A

1

(x; y); A

2

(x; y)).

It is straightforward to see that A is an approximation of some operator i� (1)

for eah pair (x; y), A

1

(x; y) = A

2

(y; x) and (2) A

1

is monotone in its �rst

argument and antimonotone in its seond argument. Vie versa, eah operator

A

1

: L

2

! L whih is monotone in its �rst and anti-monotone in its seond

argument an be used to onstrut an approximation A. A maps a tuple (x; y)

to the tuple (A

1

(x; y); A

1

(y; x)) and approximates the operator O : L! L where

for eah x, O(x) = A

1

(x; x).

Let A be an approximation of O. Then A has a least �xpoint KK(A) in the

information order �

i

, alled the Kripke-Kleene �xpoint of A. The Kripke-Kleene

�xpoint approximates eah �xpoint of O. This is not good enough if we want to

approximate minimal �xpoints of O (or some subset of them).

In order to obtain better approximations, we de�ne a stable operator ST

A

:

L ! L. Observe that with eah lattie element x, we an assoiate an L ! L

operator, denoted A

1

(:; x) whih maps elements z to A

1

(z; x). The operator

A

1

(:; x) is monotone and has a least �xpoint. De�ne ST

A

(x) = lfp(A

1

(:; x)).

ST

A

is an anti-monotone operator. Fixpoints of ST

A

are alled stable �xpoints

of A. It an be shown that they are minimal �xpoints of O. The extended stable

operator ST

A

: L

2

! L

2

maps (x; y) to (ST

A

(y);ST

A

(x)) and is �

i

-monotone.

It has a �

i

-least �xpoint WF (A), alled the well-founded �xpoint of A.

An operator O may have many di�erent approximations. It was investigated

in [6℄ how the �xpoints of these di�erent approximations relate and how ap-

proximations an be onstruted from O. Let L



be the restrition of L

2

to the

onsistent pairs. We say that an approximation A

1

is less preise than approx-

imation A

2

and denote by A

1

�

i

A

2

if for eah (x; y) 2 L



, A

1

(x; y) �

i

A

2

(x; y).

The following properties have been proven:



Proposition 3.1. [6℄ Let A

1

�

i

A

2

. Then: (1) A stable �xpoint of A

1

is a stable

�xpoint of A

2

. (2) The Kripke-Kleene and well-founded �xpoint of A

1

are less

preise (w.r.t �

i

) than those of A

2

.

Two important observations an be derived. First, two approximations o-

iniding on L



have the same stable, Kripke-Kleene and well-founded �xpoints.

The behaviour of the approximation on the inonsistent elements is not relevant!

Hene, it suÆes to de�ne an approximation only on the onsistent elements.

De�nition 3.2 (Partial Approximation). An operator A : L



! L



is a

partial approximation of an operator O : L ! L if A is �

i

-monotone and

A(x; x) = (O(x); O(x)) for eah lattie element x.

It an be proven that any partial approximation an be extended to an ap-

proximation de�ned on L

2

. Hene, the sequel fouses on partial approximations.

Improving an approximation yields inreasing sets of stable �xpoints and

more preise Kripke-Kleene and well-founded �xpoints. There must be a limit

to this proess. One an onstrut a most preise partial approximation:

De�nition 3.3 (Ultimate Approximation). Let O([x; y℄) = fO(z)jz 2 [x; y℄g.

The ultimate partial approximation Ult(O) : L



! L



of O : L! L is:

Ult(O)(x; y) = (glb(O([x; y℄)); lub(O([x; y℄)))

It is easy to show that Ult(O) is �

i

monotone, oinides with O on the

pairs (x; x), and is more preise than any other partial approximation of O.

Moreover, its �xpoints are determined only by O. Thus, for eah operator O on

hL;�i, we de�ne the ultimate stable (respetively ultimate Kripke-Kleene and

ultimate well-founded) �xpoints of O as the stable (respetively Kripke-Kleene

and well-founded) �xpoints of its ultimate partial approximation Ult(O).

3.1 Approximations of Logi Programs

Approximation theory was used in [7℄ for desribing the semantis of Logi Pro-

gramming, Default logi and Autoepistemi logi. In the ase of Logi Pro-

gramming, the underlying lattie is the lattie of Herbrand interpretations. The

bilattie orresponds to 4-valued interpretations. In partiular, any pair (I; J)

of 2-valued interpretations de�nes the following truth funtion:

{ p is true in (I; J) i� p 2 I \ J ; i.e. under- and overestimate agree on the

truth of p.

{ p is false in (I; J) i� p 62 I [ J ; i.e. under- and overestimate agree on the

falsity of p.

{ p is unde�ned in (I; J) i� p 2 J n I ; i.e. underestimate of p is false and

overestimate is true.

{ p is inonsistent in (I; J) i� p 2 I n J ; i.e. underestimate of p is true and

overestimate is false.



The onsistent bilattie elements (I; J) orrespond exatly to the 3-valued in-

terpretations (sine I n J is empty).

In terms of the bilattie representation of 4-valued interpretations, the four-

valued immediate onsequene operator T

P

of a program P [9℄ an be de�ned as

the operator that maps any pair (I; J) to (T

1

P

(I; J); T

1

P

(J; I)). Here, the operator

T

1

P

(I; J) is de�ned as the 2-valued interpretation I

0

suh that a ground atom p

is true in I

0

i� there exists a ground instane of a ground rule p B suh that

eah positive literal of B is true in I and eah negative literal is true in J .

The main result about the relationship between approximation theory and

LP-semantis is that the 4-valued immediate onsequene operator T

P

of a pro-

gram P is an approximation of the 2-valued immediate onsequene operator

T

P

, that the stable operator of P is the stable operator of T

P

and hene that

the Kripke-Kleene, stable and well-founded models of P are the Kripke-Kleene,

stable and well-founded �xpoints of T

P

.

In general, T

P

is not the ultimate approximation

3

of T

P

, and onsequently,

the ultimate �xpoints of T

P

are not the Kripke-Kleene, stable and well-founded

models of P . Below are shown some important relationships between the stand-

ard models and the ultimate versions. Let P be a logi program.

Proposition 3.2. (a) The well-founded (resp. Kripke Kleene) model of P is

less preise than the ultimate well-founded (resp. Kripke Kleene) model of P . (b)

If the well-founded model of P is 2-valued then it is the ultimate well-founded

model of P . () If P

1

, P

2

are two di�erent programs suh that their 2-valued

immediate onsequene operators oinide, then their ultimate Kripke-Kleene,

ultimate well-founded and ultimate stable model oinide.

Example 3.1. A simple example of a logi program for whih the standard and

ultimate semantis di�er is the following:

P

1

=

�

p p p :p

	

Its Kripke-Kleene and well-founded �xpoint is (fg; fpg) (i.e. p is unde�ned) and

it has no stable models. On the other hand, note that the 2-valued immediate

onsequene operators of this program is monotone and that it oinides with

the immediate onsequene operator of the program

P

2

=

�

p 

	

Hene, they have the same ultimate models. Sine the Kripke-Kleene model of

P

2

is the 2-valued interpretation fpg, this is also the ultimate Kripke-Kleene,

ultimate well-founded and the unique ultimate stable model of P

1

.

3

It an be seen easily that the 3-valued ultimate approximation is obtained by eval-

uating rule bodies, not aording to the standard 3-valued truth funtion but using

the tehnique of supervaluations. In this sheme, a formula is true(false) in a 3-valued

interpretation I if it is true(false) in eah 2-valued interpretation approximated by

I. Otherwise, the formula is unde�ned.



3.2 Ultimate Semantis for Programs with Aggregates

Given is a signature�

0

= �[�

d

, a�-struture I

o

for the interpreted symbols�,

and an aggregate program with de�ned prediates �

d

. The struture hI

I

o

;vi of

�

0

-strutures extending I

o

is a omplete lattie. The operator T

P

is an operator

in this lattie. Hene, we an apply ultimate approximation theory.

De�nition 3.4. The ultimate Kripke-Kleene, ultimate well-founded and ulti-

mate stable models of P are the ultimate Kripke-Kleene, ultimate well-founded

and ultimate stable �xpoints of T

P

.

4 Analysis and Results

In this setion, we investigate the ultimate semantis of aggregate programs.

Everywhere in this setion, we assume the existene of a given signature �, the

�-struture I

o

and an aggregate program P based on �

0

= � [�

d

.

The �rst result shows that if the immediate onsequene operator is mono-

tone, then the ultimate well-founded model is the least �xpoint of this operator.

Theorem 4.1. [6℄ If T

P

is v-monotone then its ultimate well-founded and

unique stable �xpoint are equal to the least �xpoint of T

P

.

Note that this property is not satis�ed by the well-founded semantis. Example

3.1 illustrates this. The 2-valued T

P

operator of the program P

1

is onstant and

hene monotone, yet its least �xpoint is not the well-founded model of P

1

.

Aggregate strati�ed programs are studied in [1, 14℄. P is an aggregate strat-

i�ed program i� the body B of any rule is a onjuntion of atoms, negative

literals and aggregate atoms. Moreover, for eah prediate symbol p there is a

level number i

p

suh that for eah rule p  B, if prediate symbol q ours in

an atom of B then i

q

� i

p

, if q appears in a negative literal in B or in a set

expression in an aggregate atom in B, then i

q

< i

p

. In other words, prediate

symbols appearing negatively or in an aggregate atom in the body of a rule

de�ning p must be de�ned in lower levels.

The next theorem expresses that the ultimate well-founded (and stable) se-

mantis of aggregate programs generalises the perfet model semantis of ag-

gregate strati�ed programs.

Theorem 4.2. If P is a aggregate strati�ed program then its ultimate well-

founded model is its perfet model [1, 14℄.

Another theorem shows that eah aggregate program has a natural transla-

tion into a ground, in�nitary logi program, suh that the ultimate well-founded

model of the aggregate program is the well-founded model of its translation.

Let B

o

be the set fp(x

1

; ::; x

n

)jp 2 �

d

and x

1

; ::; x

n

2 D

s

1

� :: �D

s

n

(with

(s

1

; ::; s

n

) the arity of p) g. For any 2-valued interpretation I extending I

o

and any

set B of positive or negative literals of B

o

, de�ne that I j= B i� (x

1

; ::; x

n

) 2 p

I

if p(x

1

; ::; x

n

) 2 B and (x

1

; ::; x

n

) 62 p

I

if :p(x

1

; ::; x

n

) 2 B.



De�nition 4.1. De�ne lp(P ) as the (in�nitary) ground logi program based on

B

o

and onsisting of all ground lauses p(x

1

; ::; x

n

)  B for whih there exists

a variable assignment � and a rule p(t

1

; ::; t

n

) F in P suh that:

{ p(x

1

; ::; x

n

) = p(eval

I;�

(t

1

); ::; eval

I;�

(t

n

)) and

{ B is any set of literals of B

o

suh that for eah 2-valued �-interpretation I

extending I

o

: if I j= B then I; � j= F .

Theorem 4.3. The ultimate well-founded model of P is the well-founded model

of lp(P ).

Finally, we return to the examples of Setion 2.1. Sine the immediate on-

sequene operator of ompany ontrol program is monotone (if shares are posit-

ive), the following proposition follows.

Proposition 4.1. For any �nite struture I

o

interpreting owns stok and inter-

preting the sort shares by positive real numbers, the ultimate well-founded model

is 2-valued and is the unique stable model. Moreover, a fat Controls(

1

; 

2

) be-

longs to this model i� a ompany 

1

ontrols a ompany 

2

.

The ultimate well-founded model of the shortest path problem orretly rep-

resents shortest path distanes.

Proposition 4.2. Let I

o

be a struture for the shortest path program P

sp

de-

�ning a weighted direted graph with positive weights. Then the ultimate well-

founded model of P

sp

is 2-valued and ontains a fat sp(x; y; w) i� there exists a

path between x and y with total weight w and the total weight of all other paths

between x and y is greater or equal to w.

5 Related Work

The following toy-problems illustrate some issues in the relationship between

ultimate well-founded semantis and monotone aggregation [17℄.

In the example below, p=1 is a prediate interpreted over the domain f0; 1; 2g.

p(X) Min(fY jY = 1 _ p(Y )g; X)

Intuitively, the intended meaning is p

I

= fp(1)g. However, note that p

I

0

=

fp(0)g is a �xpoint too. Note that the immediate onsequene operator of this

program is not monotone with respet to the standard orderv on interpretations.

However, it is monotone with respet to other orders. In approahes of monotone

aggregation, one must �nd suh an appropriate order. In monotone aggregation,

only strutures that assign a singleton set to p are onsidered. In this olletion

of strutures, one an de�ne the following order: I � J if it holds that if p

I

= fxg

and p

J

= fyg, then x � y. T

P

is monotone with respet to this order. However,

its minimal �xpoint assigns p

I

= f0g. T

P

is also monotone with respet to the

inverse order �, and its least �xpoint in this order is the intended solution p

I

=



f1g. This shows that the seletion of the right order is important in monotone

aggregation. Consider now the following extension:

p(X) Min(fY jY = 1 _ p(Y )g; X)

r(X) Min(fY jY = 1 _ r(Y )g; Z) ^X = 2� Z

The immediate onsequene operator is not longer monotone with respet to �.

The above program has the same T

P

operator as the following program (obtained

by removing redundant rules from lp(P)):

p(0) p(0) r(2) r(0)

p(1) :p(0) r(1) :r(0)

This program is strati�ed and has a 2-valued well-founded model fp(1); r(1)g.

It is the ultimate well-founded model of the original program.

The above examples suggest that the approah developed in this paper might

be both more general and simpler than monotone aggregation. A formal investig-

ation of the relationship between ultimate semantis and monotone aggregation

needs to be onduted.

Kemp and Stukey [12℄ de�ne a well-founded semantis of logi programs with

aggregates. However, their de�nition doesn't deal well with positive reursion

through aggregation. Hene, their semantis is stritly weaker than the ultimate

well-founded semantis de�ned in this paper. For example, in the well-founded

model of [12℄ of the following program

p(0) Card(fX jp(X)g; 1)

the atom p is unde�ned while it is false in the ultimate well-founded model.

In [18℄ was proposed another extension of the well-founded and valid se-

mantis for programs with aggregates. The extension is more in the spirit of the

ultimate well-founded semantis. The authors rely on having aggregate funtions

de�ned for 3-valued multisets and satisfying ertain properties of monotoniity.

However, we have shown in this paper (the de�nition of ultimate approximations)

that for de�ning 3-valued (or even 4-valued) semantis of programs with aggreg-

ates one an still work with aggregate funtions de�ned on standard sets. Further

investigation is needed about the preise relation of these two approahes.

Dix and Osorio [8℄ have also observed that the standard well-founded se-

mantis is not strong enough for programs with aggregation. They have pointed

out that the WFS

+

(introdued independently by Dix and Shlipf) is well-suited,

however its omplexity is on the �rst level of the polynomial hierarhy. In their

paper [8℄ they propose two weaker extensions of the well-founded semantis

WFS

1

and WFS

2

whih are polynomially omputable. The ommon property

for these two semantis is that a is true for a program ontaining the single rule

a :a. For this program, a is unde�ned in the ultimate well-founded semantis.

Whether the ultimate well-founded semantis is weaker in general than WFS

1

and WFS

2

is an open question.



[12℄ also de�nes a stable semantis of programs with aggregates where the

aggregate atoms are treated like negative literals during the stability transform-

ation. As the authors have pointed out, this has the e�et that a program may

have non minimal stable models. In the ultimate well-founded and stable se-

mantis for aggregate programs, suh problems do not appear.

Another extension of the stable model semantis for aggregate programs

[16℄ was done in the ontext of the smodels system [15℄. The authors onsider

weight onstraints of the form L � fl

1

= w

1

; : : : ; l

n

= w

n

g � U where l

i

are literals and w

i

are real numbers representing weights. Suh onstraint is

true in an interpretation if the sum of the weights of the literals satis�ed by

the interpretation is between L and U . For details about how stable models of

programs with weight onstraints are omputed we refer to [16℄.

To show the relationship with our semantis we an translate a weight on-

straint to an aggregate formula of the form

9S:Sum(fI j l

1

^ I = 1 _ : : : _ l

n

^ I = ng; �(I)w(I); S) ^ L � S ^ S � U

where w(I) is a new interpreted funtion whih orresponds to the weights w

i

.

For programs with weight onstraints only in the body we an show that stable

models are ultimate stable models of the aggregate program obtained by ap-

plying the above transformation. In most ases the inverse will also hold but

not always, as Example 3.1 shows. The advantage of using a speial form of ag-

gregate expressions, like weight onstraints, is that more eÆient algorithms an

be developed. In the ase of the smodels system, the omplexity of omputing

stable models remains in the same lass as for logi programs without aggregates

[16℄. The reason for this is the use of a less preise approximation underlying

smodels.

In [3℄, ID-logi is de�ned as a logi extending �rst order logi with (general

nonmonotone indutive) de�nitions. Eah de�nition an be thought of as one

logi program de�ning a subset of prediates. Using the ideas presented here,

one an extend ID-logi with aggregates. A theory in this extended logi onsists

of aggregate formulas and aggregate programs as de�ned here. A model of suh

a theory is a 2-valued interpretation I that satis�es all aggregate formulas and

is an ultimate well-founded model of eah of its aggregate programs.

4

6 Conlusion and Future Work

In this paper we have used the Approximation Theory to develop a well-founded

and stable model semantis for programs with aggregates. We do this by de�n-

ing a 2-valued T

P

operator for programs with aggregates in an intuitive way.

Approximation theory then shows how to de�ne a most preise approximation

of this operator, alled an ultimate approximation. We argued that the well-

founded and stable �xpoints of this ultimate approximation are well suited for

4

Note that an aggregate program may have many ultimate well-founded models if

the interpretation I

o

is not �xed but may vary.



programs with aggregation. In partiular, if the T

P

operator of a programs is

monotone then the ultimate well-founded model is 2-valued and oinides with

the least �xpoint of the T

P

operator.

Another important topi for further researh is to investigate the omplexity

of omputing the ultimate well-founded semantis for programs with aggregates.

We expet that if we restrit to Datalog programs, we will obtain exponential

omplexity in terms of the number of ground atoms. This is beause a one step

omputation of the ultimate approximation on a 3-valued interpretation (I; J)

requires to apply the T

P

operator to all possible 2-valued interpretations I

0

suh

that I v I

0

v J . If the size of the Herbrand base is n then for the �rst step, there

are 2

n

possible interpretations. However, Approximation Theory is an interesting

setting for reduing the omplexity. Indeed, note that the ultimate well-founded

model is approximated by the well-founded model of any approximating oper-

ator. Less preise alternative approximation operators with lower omplexity an

be searhed for suh that their well-founded �xpoints oinide with the ultimate

well-founded model for ertain olletions of well-behaved programs. An example

where this is possible is the lass of aggregate strati�ed programs.
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